Abstract. This paper reports on the measurement of the optical properties of incommensurately modulated ((CH3)4N)2CuCÎ4 by using the High Accuracy Universal Polarimeter. With this technique it is possible to measure, simultaneously, linear birefringence, linear dichroism, circular birefringence, circular dichroism and the rotation of the optical indicatrix. Two different samples are used. The orientation of the first sample allows for the measurement of the gyration tensor element #33. In the other sample #13 can be measured. The optical effects are studied as a function of temperature, both in a region of zero linear dichroism and in a region of finite linear dichroism. The measurements reveal that the crystals have a low defect concentration. The presence of the incommensurate modulation is clearly revealed by the linear birefringence. The linear dichroism, on the other hand, appears to be unaffected by the modulation. It is interesting that if one averages the effect of the incommensurate modulation a crystal structure is obtained that is believed to be orthorhombic and centrosymmetric. Two effects are observed that are forbidden by the symmetry of this average structure. One of them is the rotation of the optical indicatrix, which contradicts an orthorhombic symmetry. The other is the onset of non-zero optical activity, approximately halfway through the incommensurate phase. In centrosymmetric media this effect is not allowed to occur. The observed temperature dependence of the optical activity £ j3 differs from the behaviour measured by other authors. It is discussed whether the observed effects can be attributed to a symmetry breaking by the incommensurate modulation.
Introduction
Tétraméthylammonium tetrach loro-cupr ate ((C^^N^C u C L * [1, 2] is a member of the family of A2BX4-type crystals that show a phase transition from a /J-K2SO4 structure into an incommensurately modulated phase. The modulation wave vector of ((CHa^N^CuCLh The crystals of ((C H s^N hC u C U have an orange colour due to the absorption edge at A . « 500 nm, The position of this edge depends (weakly) on the temperature and shows characteristic behaviour at the phase transitions [17] . By means of band structure calculations [18] it was found that the [CuCU]2" tetrahedra play the dominant role in the formation of the absorption band. It is well known that the modulation influences the orientations of these tetrahedra in ( ( C H^N h M C U (M = Zn, Fe, Co, Ni, and M n) crystals. We want to point out that there is an important Jahn-Teller distortion [2] in the M = Cu compound. It is interesting, therefore, to investigate the influence of the modulation on the dichroic optical properties. We report on measurements of both the linear and the circular dichroism of ((CH3)4N )2CuCl4. The latter effect is forbidden by symmetry in centrosymmetric media, in the same way as optical activity is. Furthermore, it is well 8121 known that refractive indices n can increase considerably at an absorption edge [19] . The wavelength of the light in the crystal, k = k0/n, is then considerably reduced (k0 is the wavelength of the light in vacuum). This leads to an increase of the optical activity, because the size of the effect behaves as a/k. It is interesting, therefore, to measure optical activity in incommensurately modulated crystals, with an average centrosymmetric structure, using wavelengths near an absorption edge. In this paper we report on such measurements. The compound ((CHs^NhCuCU is further interesting because it has a monoclinic and centrosymmetric lock-in phase. The optical activity is, therefore, necessarily zero in this phase. On the other hand, the optical indicatrix can rotate around the unique axis of the monoclinic structure. Therefore, it is interesting to search for an indicatrix rotation already in the incommensurate phase. Such a rotation is forbidden if the incommensurate phase has the orthorhombic symmetry of the average structure.
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The simultaneous measurement of linear birefringence, linear dichroism, circular birefringence (i.e. optical activity), circular dichroism and indicatrix rotation is by no means straightforward. It can be accomplished with the High Accuracy Universal Polarimeter (HAUP). This instrument was introduced by Kobayashi and Uesu [20] for the simultaneous measurement of linear birefringence, optical activity and indicatrix rotation. Recently, we have shown [21] how HAUP can be used for absorbing and magnetic crystals, so that dichroic effects can also be measured.
The HAUP technique has already been used for the investigation of ((CHa^NhCuCl,*.
In these investigations the wavelength k = 632.8 nm was used, which is above the absorption edge. The dichroic effects are then negligible. The first HAUP measurements on ((CH3)4N)2CuCl4 were reported by Uesu and Kobayashi [22] . At the phase transition from the incommensurate to the lock-in phase a large thermal hysteresis (about 7 K) was observed in the results for the gyration tensor element g13 (for the settings used in this paper). The measured gyration was clearly non-zero only in the incommensurate phase. The thermal hysteresis was also detected in the linear birefringence of the sample. Sawada et al [4] observed a thermal hysteresis of about 10 K at the same phase transition in measurements of the dielectric constant. The cause of such a hysteresis is often found in the role played by defects (see for example Hamano et al [23] ). The width of the hysteresis can therefore be used as an indication of the quality of ((CHs^N^CuCL* crystals. It is clear that HAUP measurements on a ((G H^N^C u C U sample with a smaller thermal hysteresis are desirable. In this paper we report on such measurements. The HAUP measurements of Uesu and Kobayashi [22] showed, in addition, a rotation of the optical indibatrix in the incommensurate phase around the axis that is the unique axis in the first commensurate lock-in phase. Both the observation of a non-zero gyration and the rotation of the indicatrix imply that the point group symmetry of the incommensurate phase cannot be mmm. The measurement of gi3 was later repeated by Saito et al [24] and again a clearly non-zero result was obtained in the incommensurate phase. In this paper we also report on measurements of the gyration #13 of ((CH3)4N)2CuCl4 for the same wavelength A , = 632.8 nm as used by Uesu and Kobayashi [22] . We wanted to repeat these measurements, because, contrary to the group of Kobayashi, we found that optical activity was too small to be detected in the case of ((G H^N^Z n C U (see Kremers et al [14] ). For that case a controversy still exists.
Ortega et al [12] also performed HAUP measurements on ((CHs^N^CuCU crystals.
These authors measured the gyration tensor element g33. The direction of light propagation is then parallel to the modulation wave vector. The gyration in the incommensurate phase was found to be smaller than the experimental error. The rotation of the optical indicatrix was not studied by these authors. Their measurements were performed at the wavelength 8122 M Kremers and H Me ekes X = 632.8 nm, where dichroic effects can be neglected. We report on HAUP measurements of the gyration tensor elem en t g33 both for that wavelength and for a wavelength near the absorption edge. Moreover, the rotation of the optical indicatrix and dichroic effects are studied.
This paper is organized in the following way. First, we describe the crystal structure for the successive phases of ((CH3)4N)2CuCl4 in order to clarify the optical effects that can be expected. Then, the sample preparation is treated and the most important details of the measuring method are given. Subsequently, the interpretation of the measurements is discussed, because this is an essential part of the HAUP technique. After this, we present the results obtained, which are then discussed.
The crystal structure of ((CH^N^CuGU as a function of temperature
The four successive phases that occur in ((C i^N^C u C U upon changing the temperature are characterized in table 1. The temperatures 7} and Tc\ are those that we observe in our measurements. The value T, = 299 K agrees with that of Ortega et al [12] , though it is often claimed that 7} -297 K. The high-temperature paraelastic phase (I) is centrosymmetric and orthorhombic (|a| = 15.155 A, |6| = 9.039 A and the pseudoo hexagonal axis \c\ = 12.127 A). The gyration tensor is, therefore, necessarily zero and the indicatrix has a fixed orientation. The HAUP measurements in the paraelastic phase can, therefore, be used as a reference for the results in the incommensurate phase (II) and the lock-in phase (III). 
None
Vlokh et at [17] showed by means of precise birefringence measurements that the modulation wave vector q shows some variation with temperature in the incommensurate phase (II). In the same paper, the authors showed that there is a large influence of (x-rayinduced) defects on both the temperature behaviour of the modulation wave vector and on the value of Tc. The lock-in phase transition temperature Tc increases with the defect concentration. Therefore, one can state that the temperature width of the incommensurate phase is an indication of the quality of the crystal.
Below Tc the modulation wave vector of ((CH3)4N)2CuCl4 locks in at q = §c*. The crystal then has a threefold superstructure. Ferroelastic domains are formed in this monoclinic lock-in phase with twin planes parallel to (001) [4] . The indicatrix can rotate up to approximately 4 x 10 rad around the a axis in a single domain [5] . Although each of
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the domains is centrosymmetric it is still expected that the multi-domain state of the sample is optically active [25, 26] .
A third phase transition takes place at Tc2 = 263 K [5] . The value of y becomes zero and the structure is monoclinic with the c axis as unique axis. The twin planes between the domains are parallel to (100). Again, each domain is centrosymmetric, but a multi-domain sample is expected to be optically active.
The samples
The growth of good quality crystals is more difficult for ((CH3)4N)2CuCl4 than for the related compound ((CH3)4N)2ZnCl4. We have grown ((CH3)4N)2CuCl4 crystals by the thermal convection method as described by Arend etal [21] . The stoichiometric solution of ((CH3)4N)C1 and CuCl2 in water has a dark green colour. If the thermal convection is too large, one can easily observe many solution inclusions in the orange crystals. According to our experience, nicely faceted, inclusion-free crystals of about 0.5 cm3 can be grown in several months if a small thermal convection is used (AT = 1.5 K). With an optical goniometer it is easy to identify the natural crystal faces. The as-grown ((CHs^N^CuCL* crystals are often platelike with large (001) faces or they are extended along the c-direction and have large (110) and (llO) faces. The (010) faces are usually very small, contrary to the (100) faces.
From these crystals we have cut, with a wire saw, two platelets. One was parallel to the natural (001) face and the other was parallel to the (101) face. Both sides of these plates were polished on felt with diamond paste down to | /xm size. It was checked with a polarizing microscope that both polished faces of each sample were plane-parallel. Due to the large linear birefringence one observes thickness changes of the sample as a change in colour of the transmitted light. Within the spot of the light beam the variation in thickness is less than 5 /xm. The linear birefringence and gyration of the two samples are given in table 2.
Measurements
All measurements have been performed with the HAUP apparatus built in our laboratory as described by Dijkstra et al [28] . This original version of the apparatus appeared to be inadequate for performing reliable measurements and some essential improvements were, therefore, carried out [29] .
In table 3 an overview is given of the measurements that have been performed on the two samples. There were two reasons for performing the wavelength-dependent HAUP measurements. As explained in the introduction, it is interesting to measure the optical properties of an incommensurately modulated crystal near an absorption edge as a function of temperature. The measurement as a function of the wavelength reveals the position of the absorption edge. In this way we found that X ~ 511 nm is a good choice for the HAUP measurement near the absorption edge. Moreover, the value of the linear birefringence must be known at a certain combination of temperature and wavelength that is used in the measurement. This is necessary for the determination of the behaviour of the linear birefringence with changing temperature or wavelength. The temperature dependences of the linear birefringences An 13 and A/133 for the wavelength X = 632.8 nm were given by, respectively, Saito et al [24] and Ortega et al [12] . Using these values, the linear birefringences as a function of wavelength were derived at a constant temperature from the wavelength-dependent HAUP measurement. Subsequently, the linear birefringence could be determined for the HAUP measurement at the wavelength X = 511 nm. At least two extinction directions [29] were measured in each of the performed HAUP experiments. This is necessary for the separation of circular dichroism from indicatrix rotation (see also Kremers and Meekes [21] ). Both of these effects are of interest. The temperature was left to stabilize for about half an hour after each change of its value. In case of shorter stabilization times it was sometimes observed that, for example, the optical activity showed a definite change with temperature in the paraelastic phase. Optical activity is, however, symmetry forbidden in this phase. After a temperature stabilization of about half an hour the results of the measurements were as expected.
Interpretation of the measurements
In a HAUP experiment first the position ©0 of an extinction direction is determined with respect to an arbitrary, but fixed, origin. In our case, we rotate both polarizers to a position of minimal intensity, while keeping them crossed. Subsequently, intensities are measured at different polarizer positions. The angle © of the polarizer, measured with respect to 0o, is kept within 2 x 10 2 rad. Also the angle Y of the analyser, measured with respect to the crossed polarizers position, is kept within the same small range. This allows for the fitting of the measured intensities to the so-called HAUP intensity formula. Recently, we have derived a unified formula for absorbing crystals [21] . For the case that we consider here this formula reduces to: r / r 0 = exp (-2*-j ( 1 y 72 ) c * 3 ) I © I a)
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and z is the thickness of the sample platelet. All other coefficients C®° are zero, except cfj°. This term has not been worked out specifically, because it is not used to extract optical parameters from the measurement. The expression for ©0, defining the position of the extinction direction, is 11 / 2itz , ,
Here, An = n\ -n2 is the linear birefringence and Atc = fC ] -/c2 is the linear dichroism.
The circular birefringence nT -n\ is related to the parameter k:
and the circular dichroism Kr -fC i is related to kf:
2 An The gyration G and the circular birefringence are related in the following way
where h is the average of the two refractive indices n\ and n2 that determine the linear birefringence. In the same way, k in equation (1) is the average of the two extinction coefficients k\ and *r2 that determine the linear dichroism. The parameter <5©indicatnx equation (3) describes the rotation of the optical indicatrix. Note that in the expressions for C®j° and ©0 the linear dichroism has been considered to be small with respect to the linear birefringence.
In the fit of the intensities to the HAUP intensity formula both the so-called AYcorrection and the A ©-correction are performed [29] . By means of the A 7-correction the contribution of the systematic error 8Y is reduced to a large extent. The A ©-correction improves the values of all fitting parameters Cy and gives a correction to the value of ©0.
Besides <57 two other systematic errors, p and a, must be extracted from the fitting parameters in order to determine the circular birefringence, the circular dichroism and the indicatrix rotation. The linear birefringence and the linear dichroism can be calculated without a knowledge of the systematic errors. The errors p and a describe the parasitic ellipticities of the light polarized by, respectively, the polarizer and the analyser. In short, the systematic errors are extracted by studying the fitting parameters as a function of temperature 8126
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(or wavelength) in a region of small linear dichroism where there is no circular birefringence, no circular dichroism and no indicatrix rotation. In the case of ((CH3)4N)2CuCl4 we use for this the orthorhombic and centrosymmetric paraelastic phase. The value of SY is found as the slope of a straight line fitted to a plot of C^/ s i n ((2jrz/X)An) against cot((7rz/A)An). The value of p + a is obtained in the same way by plotting 0o against cot (C7 tz/k )A n ), We take the value of p -a such that the average value of k becomes zero in the centrosymmetric paraelastic phase. If the systematic errors are known, one can calculate the optical properties of the sample from the fitting parameters. For a detailed description of the procedure used we refer to Kremers and Meekes [21, 29] .
Results
Sample quality
All temperature-dependent measurements were performed by cooling down from the paraelastic phase (I) to the lock-in phase (III). For the (101) sample and the wavelength A == 632.8 nm we subsequently performed an additional measurement by increasing the temperature. The corresponding behaviour of the fitting parameter C21 is plotted in figure  1 . It shows a sharp change at the phase transition temperature Tc = 292.4 K. The thermal hysteresis (about 0.6 K) at this phase transition is very small with respect to the value of 10 K sometimes observed. Moreover, the temperature width of the incommensurate phase, here 6.6 K, is as can be expected for a crystal with a very low defect concentration [17] . We conclude, therefore, that our ((CH3)4N)2CuC14 crystals are of very good quality. 
The linear birefringence An33 and the linear dichroism Ak33
In figure 2 the linear birefringence An33 is shown as found for the wavelength X = 632.8 nm. There is a reasonable agreement with the results of Ortega et al [12] , although our values are about 2 % lower. This may be caused by an inaccurate measurement of the sample thickness. In order to derive the linear birefringence from a HAUP experiment it is necessary to know its value for a single value of the parameter (e.g. temperature, wavelength) that is varied during the measurement. The result of figure 2 has been used, therefore, to derive the wavelength dependence of the linear birefringence at the temperature T -296 K from the corresponding HAUP measurement. The results are given in figure 3 . Thus, it can be seen by extrapolation that the value of An33 (T = 296 K, k == 632.8 nm) agrees with the results of figures 2 and 3. The temperature dependence of the linear birefringence at a wavelength k -511 nm is given in figure 4 . This has been done in such a way that it gives the best agreement with the data in figure 3 at k = 5 1 1 nm. Both phase transitions at 7} and Tc can clearly be observed.
\=632.8nrn
The linear birefringence A n33 shows a discontinuity at Tc = 292.4 K. It is interesting to see that the linear birefringence has a smoother behaviour in the paraelastic phase for the measurements in figure 4 than those in figure 2, although both figures are for the same sample. This difference may be related to the thermal history of the sample. The choice for the measurement at the wavelength A . = 511 nm was made by considering the wavelength dependence of the linear dichroism, which is presented in figure 5 . For wavelengths larger than 570 nm the linear dichroism Ak33 is negligible. The linear dichroism shows a sharp increase at the absorption edge. It was impossible to measure at wavelengths smaller than k = 490 nm, because the light was absorbed too strongly there. At k = 511 nm the *101
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linear dichroism is clearly non-zero. On the other hand it is still small with respect to the linear birefringence. Therefore, the HAUP intensity formula (2) can be used for the interpretation of the measurements. It was explained in the introduction that the temperature dependence of the linear dichroism A/C33 for such a wavelength near the absorption edge could be sensitive to the incommensurate modulation. The result is shown in figure 6 . Unfortunately, only a linear decrease of A/C33 is seen with decreasing temperature. Even at the phase transition temperatures 7} and Tc no structure is observed. The sign of A/C33 is different in figure 6 than in figure 5 . This is caused by the fact that the, arbitrarily chosen, first extinction direction differed by between these measurements.
*io~z
Temperature (K) 
The linear birefringence A n13 and the linear dichroism A/c13
In the figures 7 and 8 we show the temperature dependence of the linear birefringence Am 13 at, respectively, A , == 632.8 nm and A . = 511 nm. Both are in good agreement with the wavelength dependence of the linear birefringence A ni3, which is presented in figure 9 , at the temperature T = 296.8 K. The temperature dependence of A ni3 is in reasonable T e m p e ra tu re (K) agreement with the results of Saito et al [24] , Temperature (K) In figure 10 we present the wavelength dependence of the linear dichroism Ak\$ at the temperature T -296.8 K. Again, it is seen that at X -511 nm a clearly non-zero linear dichroism is present that is still small with respect to the linear birefringence. The result for the temperature dependence of the linear dichroism A/C13 at this wavelength is plotted in figure 11 . Also in this case, only a linear dependence on temperature is observed with no structure at the phase transitions. The temperature dependence of Ate33 is larger than that of A/c13.
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Optical activity
As expressed by equation (4) Wavelength (nm ) Figure 9 . The linear birefringence An 13 of ((Cfy^NhCuCLt as a function of the wavelength X of the light at the temperature T = 296.8 K.
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Wavelength (nm ) Figure 10 . The linear dichroism Atfi3 of ((CH3)4N)2CuCl4 as a function of the wavelength X of the light. The temperature is T = 296.8 K.
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In the case of the measurement with A . = 632.8 nm, figure 12 , we observe that < 1.5 x 10 4 for the majority of points. Moreover, the results scatter around zero T e m p e ra tu re (K) in both the paraelastic and the incommensurate phase. These results agree with those of Ortega et al [12] . We have to conclude that the gyration G33 in the incommensurate phase is zero or too small to be detected at the wavelength X = 632.8 nm. It has been explained in the introduction, though, that optical activity, if present, may be more pronounced for wavelengths near the absorption edge. The results for the corresponding measurement using X = 511 nm, figure 13 , show that |£| < 1 x 10~4 for nearly all points. It is, therefore, not possible to detect optical activity C 733 in the incommensurate phase, not even for this wavelength.
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Nevertheless, a non-zero gyration G 13, measured with HAUP, has been reported by Uesu and Kobayashi [22] and Saito et al [24] . In figure 14 we show our results for the same wavelength, X = 632.8 nm, as used by these authors. In general, the value of |fc| is smaller than 1 x 10-4 for temperatures higher than T = 295 K. Nevertheless, a systematic deviation from zero is observed. Below T = 295 K a clear onset of the gyration G 13 is observed. Moreover, the ferroelastic phase III shows a large gyration, k & -8 x 10~4, though this phase is centrosymmetric. In our opinion, this effect is inevitable, because the sample enters a multi-domain state. The gyration is a result of the change in orientation of the optical indicatrix from one domain to the next. Our results are clearly different from those obtained by Uesu and Kobayashi [22] and Saito et al [24] . This difference is addressed in the discussion. The ellipticity k at the wavelength X = 511 nm near the absorption edge for the same (101) sample has been plotted in figure 15 . The open circles are the results obtained for a measurement with a stabilization time of only 15 minutes at each temperature. The ellipticity k is, then, not even constant in the centrosymmetric paraelastic phase* Therefore, we have used a stabilization time of about 30 minutes for all temperature-dependent measurements. The results thus obtained are represented by the full circles. Again, it is observed that at a temperature T = 295 K there is an onset of gyration G13 in the incommensurate phase.
The circular dichroism and indicatrix rotation
In order to calculate the circular dichroism and the indicatrix rotation one must measure two extinction directions. After the determination of the systematic errors separately for both extinction directions and the linear birefringence one subtracts the contribution -3«^ + \{P + ¿z)cot((jrz/X)An) from the measured values of 0o-In addition, is subtracted from @0 for the second extinction direction. The resulting values are plotted in figure 16 for the temperature-dependent measurement of the (001) sample at the wavelength X = 511 nm. The paraelastic phase is orthorhombic and centrosymmetric. Therefore, there can be no indicatrix rotation and no circular dichroism in this phase, The curves in figure 16 should coincide, therefore. Nevertheless, there is a difference caused by the so-called ¿©-error [21] . For this measurement 5© = 5,57 x 10-4 rad.
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Both curves in figure 16 show the expected constant behaviour in the paraelastic phase. At 7), however, there is a deviation from this behaviour. This can be caused by both circular dichroism and indicatrix rotation. These effects can, however, be separated, because the circular dichroism has different signs for both extinction directions, whereas the indicatrix rotation has equal signs [21] .
In figure 17 we present the values of the indicatrix rotation ¿©indicatrix thus obtained. There is no absolute scale on the ordinate axis, because the ©o-values are measured with respect to an arbitrary origin. Nevertheless, a definite rotation of the optical indicatrix is observed in the incommensurate phase with a maximum of about 2 x 10-4 rad.
The circular dichroism is obtained by taking the difference of the two curves in figure  16 and multiplying the result with 2 An according to equation (5) . The values thus obtained are plotted in figure 18 . It is seen that, with respect to the experimental error, there is no detectable circular dichroism in the incommensurate phase. The same conclusion had to be drawn for all other measurements. A rotation of the indicatrix, however, was observed in all cases, having the same order of magnitude. We have plotted the corresponding results in the figures 19 and 20. The result for the (101) sample at the wavelength X = 632.8 nm has been plotted in figure 21 . The change in indicatrix rotation is larger as compared to the case of the (001) sample and the scatter of data points is smaller. Striking, however, is the increase in scatter at temperatures well above the phase transitions and the fact that the value of ¿©indicatrix is not constant in the paraelastic phase. The reason for this is, at present, unclear to us.
Discussion and conclusions
The measurements in this paper have been performed in order to search for optical effects in the incommensurate phase of ((CH^N^CuCU that are not allowed by the symmetry of the average structure. The temperature dependence of the optical effects has been studied for X = 632.8 nm and X = 511 nm. The latter wavelength is near the absorption edge. A sample platelet parallel to (001) and one parallel to (101) have been used for the investigations. We used the recently extended HAUP method [21] . Also dichroic effects could be measured reliably, therefore, simultaneously with the other effects.
Only a very small thermal hysteresis at Tc was observed in our samples. This, together with the width of the incommensurate phase, indicates that the samples were of high quality. It has been found that a temperature stabilization time of about 30 minutes is sufficient to give reliable results for all measurements.
The measured values of the linear birefringence were found to be in reasonable agreement with those of other authors. In addition, an unexplained change in the linear birefringence A n13 has been observed at r « 305 K in the paraelastic phase. The phase transition from this phase to the incommensurate phase is clearly revealed by the linear birefringence. The phase transition temperature that we observed was 7} = 299 (±0.25) K. It is unclear to us why this value disagrees with the often reported value 7} = 297 K. The measured linear birefringence showed typical structures in the incommensurate phase. This agrees with the results of Vlokh eta l [17] , who concluded that the modulation wave vector must show a variation with temperature in this phase. The first-order character of the phase transition from the incommensurate to the first ferroelastic lock-in phase showed up as a discontinuity in the linear birefringence at the phase transition temperature.
In advance, it was expected that the influence of the incommensurate modulation on the [CuCU]2" tetrahedra would be reflected by the temperature dependence of the linear dichroism A/c. However, both A k\s and A/C33 only showed a linear dependence on the temperature. Even at the phase transition temperatures the linear dichroism was structureless. Also the circular dichroism was measured, but in ail cases it was zero, or too small to be detected.
The measured gyration G33 agrees with the results of Ortega etal [12] for the wavelength k = 632.8 nm. It is zero or too small to be detected. We have checked whether the gyration G33, if non-zero, could be enhanced for a wavelength near an absorption edge, k = 511 nm. However, also for this wavelength it was impossible to detect any gyration.
We have also measured the gyration G 13 at two different wavelengths, because a clearly non-zero G13 in the incommensurate phase was reported by Uesu and Kobayashi [22] and Saito et al [24] . These authors find a zero gyration in the first lock-in phase. In our measurements, however, a non-zero gyration was found in this phase. We believe that this is a result of the multi-domain state of the sample, which is difficult to avoid without applying external forces. Also the behaviour with temperature of the gyration G 13 that we measured in the incommensurate phase clearly differs from the results of Uesu and Kobayashi [22] and Saito et al [24] . These authors find a gyration G 13 that starts deviating from zero below 7}. It becomes maximal halfway to the incommensurate phase and then decreases, until it is zero at Tc, In our case, however, the gyration is very small for temperatures above T = 295 K and a steady increase is observed below this temperature. This was found for both wavelengths used. The reason for a non-zero gyration in the incommensurate phase may be found in a symmetry breaking caused by the incommensurate modulation with respect to the average centrosymmetric structure. It is, however, important to realize that a coexistence of commensurate and incommensurate domains is also often observed in the incommensurate phase (see for example Hedoux et al [30] ). The observed gyration in the incommensurate phase can then be attributed to a steady increase of the number of commensurate domains until only commensurate domains are left at Tc. From our measurements of the linear birefringence, and also those of others (see for example Vlokh et al [17] ), it is expected that the modulation wave vector modulus is not constant in the incommensurate phase. Unfortunately, the exact behaviour of the modulation wave vector q has not been measured very accurately by means of diffraction experiments. Moreover, the superspace group has not yet been determined experimentally, as far as we know. It is, therefore, not even certain that the average structure of the incommensurate phase is centrosymmetric and orthorhombic. It is clear that a very careful,
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temperature-dependent investigation of the incommensurate phase of ((C H^N^C uC U by means of x-ray or neutron diffraction would be of great help in the interpretation of our results. This may be a topic of further research.
Finally, we discuss the observed rotation of the optical indicatrix in the incommensurate phase that contradicts an orthorhombic symmetry. Contrary to the results of Uesu and Kobayashi [22] we have detected a rotation around the c-axis of about 2 x 10~4 rad in the incommensurate phase. There is no indicatrix rotation in the paraelastic phase. According to the analysis presented by Meekes and Janner [15] , a long-wavelength Fourier component of the dielectric tensor with wave vector h = Ic* + mq and /, m both odd, can give rise to such a rotation if the superspace group is Pcmn(00y)(lsl). In the case where wave vectors h with / even and m odd are also important, a rotation around the a-axis can be expected. Unfortunately, the orientation of our samples was not suited to identifying this rotation. Uesu and Kobayashi [22] did observe a rotation of about 5 x 10~3 rad around the a-axis, but however none around the 6-or c-axes. Unfortunately, their sample showed a very large thermal hysteresis, unlike our samples. It is not unlikely that this hysteresis is related to the behaviour of the modulation wave vector influenced by defects. Therefore, we think that it is difficult to compare the results. Nevertheless, their large result might be in correspondence with our results at 632.8 nm that increase from 3.5 x 10" 4 rad for the (001) sample to a value of approximately 7 x 10" 4 rad observed for the (101) sample. As mentioned before, we have no explanation for the fact that at 632.8 nm the (101) sample shows a non-constant indicatrix rotation in the paraelastic phase.
At present, it is still unclear whether the different results that are obtained by different authors are caused by differences in the (quality) of the samples or by the method of measurement. We would like to suggest, therefore, that a specific set of samples of incommensurately modulated crystals are measured by different groups that work in this field. Moreover, the quality of these samples should be checked by means of additional measurements.
